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The outbreaks of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) Omicron variant in China
have revealed a high rate of asymptomatic cases, making isolation and quarantine measures exceedingly dif-
ficult. Public health surveillance and intervention measures will require rapid and accurate testing preferably
on‐site using point‐of‐care tests (POCTs) technology for SARS‐CoV‐2 variants. However, delayed and/or inac-
curate surveillance data is a major obstacle blocking the large‐scale implementation of POCTs in curbing spread
of infectious pathogens and reducing mortality during an outbreak. To determine levels of community trans-
mission and timely strategies accordingly, highly sensitive and specific POCT embedded with the internet of
things (IoT) technology could enable on‐site screening and real‐time data collection. A new Rapid
Amplification with Sensitivity And Portability point‐of‐care test (RASAP‐POCT) system based on thermal con-
vection PCR is the first IoT‐based isothermal nucleic acid amplification POCT, which can provide test results
within 20–30 min using saliva and/or nasopharyngeal swab samples without nucleic acid extraction. With
the IoT‐imbedded feature, the RASAP‐POCT system can be integrated easily and smoothly with China’s existing
mobile‐phone‐based contact tracing system, which has previously proved to be highly effective in maintaining
the dynamic zero‐COVID policy. Current regulatory guidelines and rules should be modified to accelerate the
adoption of new technologies under an emergency use authorization (EUA).
1. Effective point-of-care testing (POSTs) for on-site screening and
real-time data collection is critical for COVID control

More than two years into the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19)
pandemic, the Omicron variant of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2), classified as B.1.1.529 (now there are
more Bs and B.2 is the dominant one) by World Health Organization
(WHO) in late November 2021, has rapidly become a global dominant
strain owing to its very high transmissibility [1]. Characterized by
short incubation time before viral particles shedding and high preva-
lence of asymptomatic or mild symptoms, this variant can still dissem-
inate amongst populations with high prior rates of SARS‐COV‐2
infection or cause breakthrough infections in COVID‐19 vaccinated
individuals [2]. The outbreak of the Omicron variant in Shanghai,
China has revealed exceptionally high ratios of asymptomatic cases
over infected individuals with symptoms. Under China's dynamic
zero‐COVID policy, which aims to keep virus transmission as close to
zero as possible using a “find, test, trace, isolate, and support” proto-
col, one of the paramount challenges of stopping the Omicron out-
break is to identify asymptomatic individuals accurately before they
relay the infectious agent to others. Thus, population‐wide rapid and
accurate surveillance for community transmission of any SARS‐CoV‐
2 variants using new technologies is required.

The gold standard for SARS‐CoV‐2 testing uses reverse
transcription‐quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT‐qPCR). How-
ever, the RT‐qPCR method has a long turnaround time (requiring at
least 4 h of sample‐to‐result time) and could only be performed in a
few testing facilities (requiring certified laboratories that have expen-
sive equipment and skilled technicians) [3]. In employing conven-
tional PCR devices, it is difficult to shorten the reaction time
because of the need for nucleic acid extraction and the intrinsic large
thermal inertia of the heating blocks for thermal cycling. Surveillance
using large‐scale accessible diagnostics is a foundation for developing
public health measures to stop the spread of infectious pathogens and
improve individual and population health outcomes during an out-
break of a pathogen such as Omicron. As numbers of asymptomatic
are skyrocketing, preventing Omicron spreading poses a serious tech-
nical challenge. Because RT‐qPCR testing resources cannot meet the
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timely requirement and real‐time data collection for large‐scale test-
ing, delays in reporting test results further complicate the difficulties
in controlling outbreaks of highly infectious agents. Therefore, rapid
and sensitive point‐of‐care tests (POCTs) of SARS‐CoV‐2, which are
cheaper, faster, and deployable in the field, are essential for on‐site
testing in controlling the Omicron outbreaks [4].
2. Internet of things (IoT) is required for on-site POCT in
controlling COVID outbreak

All POCTs are designed for portable use and easy operation, which
can be performed on‐site by individuals without extensive training or
even be used for self‐testing at home. However, for various reasons not
in line with the disease control, persons who perform on‐site testing
might purposely delay POCT reporting and/or misreport test results.
Inaccurate surveillance data is a major obstacle blocking the large‐
scale implementation of POCTs in curbing spread of infectious patho-
gens and reducing mortality during an outbreak. Before implementing
public health intervention measures to control community transmis-
sion, it is crucial for decision‐makers to obtain real‐time epidemiologic
statistics based on mass testing and surveillance [5]. To this end, Inter-
net of Things (IoT) technologies offer great promises to enhance timely
testing, computation, and dissemination of epidemiologic assessment
of the outbreaks that are standard functions in surveillance systems
[6,7]. IoT refers to electronic devices that are connected to the internet
that supports easy sharing and collection of data required for appropri-
ate decision‐making, without the need for significant human interven-
tion. Although IoT has been employed in the medical domains and
wearable devices, there is no IoT embedded POCT available currently.
Embedded into a POCT device, an IoT system enables real‐time data
transfer without hands‐on operations, while simultaneously block/im-
pede attempts of unwanted or malicious use of POCTs. Moreover, IoT
can also save precious time by eliminating the need for sample trans-
portation and simplifying the data upload processes. Further, the
internet‐ready feature of an IoT embedded POCT would allow easy
and smooth integration of the system with China’s existing mobile‐
phone‐based contact tracing system, which has been proved to be
highly effective in maintaining the dynamic zero‐COVID policy. This
will be particularly useful for decision‐makers in managing mass test-
ing and population surveillance in ending the COVID‐19 pandemic and
transiting society into a post‐pandemic world.
3. Problems with current POCTs for SARS-CoV-2 screening

RT‐qPCR testing uses nasopharyngeal swab samples whose collec-
tion is invasiveness, increasing the risk of infection to health workers.
Moreover, implementation of sample collection and testing requires
skilled technicians (as inappropriate handling may lead to false nega-
tive test results). Research has shown that saliva sampling can be an
alternative to nasopharyngeal swab sampling to collect specimens
for SARS‐CoV‐2 RT‐qPCR and POCTs [8].

During the global pandemic, the WHO has ensured that apropriate
POCT can receive not only an emergency use authorization (EUA) but
also a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment (CLIA) waived
certification. Current SARS‐CoV‐2 POCTs are either based on antigen
testing (Ag‐POCT) or isothermal nucleic acid amplification techniques
(NAAT‐POCT). Antigen testing, which employs immune‐based detec-
tion of the viral nucleocapsid protein from respiratory samples, consti-
tutes the most common POCT products approved for SARS‐CoV‐2
screening, although it is considered inferior to RT‐qPCR in terms of
sensitivity and specificity [9]. Antigen‐based test results can be further
affected by stages of viral infection and disease prevalence in the local
community, as well as cross‐ reactivity with other human coron-
aviruses, such as the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and
other SARS viruses. Due to the poor sensitivity of antigen tests, confir-
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mation tests using a nucleic acid detection technique is required to rule
out potential false‐negative antigen test results when clinical suspicion
of infection remains high. In addition, the antigen‐based test is usually
designed as a self‐testing kit without an associated IoT‐imbedded por-
table instrument, which is not only difficult to report results but also
incompatible with mass data collection and surveillance.

Aside from standard PCR, several alternative NAAT have been
developed, including 1) loop‐mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP), 2) nucleic acid sequence‐based amplification (NASBA), 3)
recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA), and 4) rolling circle
amplification (RCA). These techniques are isothermal NAAT and thus
employ simple or no instrument, suitable for mobile testing or POCTs
for nucleic acid detection. However, these NAAT‐POCTs are often lim-
ited by their costs and unreliable results due to their complex reagent
systems and poor sensitivity, especially when unpurified samples are
used. A meta‐analysis revealed that the performance of direct detection
of viral RNA unpurified from patient samples is substantially poorer
than that of purified RNA [10].
4. Applying thermal convection PCR technology in designing
NAAT-POCT

Thermal convection has been applied to PCR ever since it was orig-
inally invented by Hwang et al. in 2001. Unlike a conventional thermal
cycler that has a heating block undergoing temperature cycling, the
instrument for convection PCR is isothermal NAAT, in which two heat-
ing blocks with constant temperatures (the bottom one being set at a
higher temperature) are used to maintain a temperature gradient in
a columned reaction tube. Effective thermal cycling of the reaction
mixture in a pseudo‐isothermal manner can be created by imposing
a steady‐state vertical temperature gradient [11,12]. This temperature
gradient induces a continuous, sustainable circulation of reactants
between the hot and cold zones in a reaction tube, thus spatially strat-
ifying the reaction into stable melting, annealing, and extension zones
(Fig. 1A). By eliminating the need for controlled time‐domain temper-
ature cycling, thermal convection PCR significantly shortens the
cycling time which can be developed into POCT tool in testing for
SARS‐CoV‐2 with reduced instrument size and cost. However, most
previous attempts in applying the thermal convection PCR technology
failed, because using conventional Taq DNA polymerase is not effec-
tive (low sensitivity and highly nonspecific products), particularly in
on‐site testing with complex or unpurified samples [13,14]. To circum-
vent this problem, a new POCT system developed by HAVY Biotech
ltd. (Changshu, Jiangsu, China) called RASAP – Rapid Amplification
with Sensitivity And Portability ‐ includes a palm‐sized device with
IoT components and a proprietary reagent system that can tolerate
the less desirable temperature profile of the thermal convection
(Fig. 1B). Compared with the conventional TaqMan reagents, the
RASAP reagent contains a more robust DNA polymerase developed
through genetic engineering and specifically designed primers and
molecular probes. The system is insensitive to large temperature vari-
ations, has 2x faster extension rates, and, more importantly, is compat-
ible with high ratios of unpurified samples. For example, DNA target
molecules in a reaction containing 50 % of human whole blood can
be amplified by the reagent system.
5. RASAP-POCT system is a suitable IoT-imbedded NAAT-POCT for
SARS-CoV-2 testing

The findings of saliva sample tests with a blind Proficiency Test Kit
provided by the XPRIZE Rapid COVID Testing competition (a semi‐
finalist in the 6‐month XPRIZE competition, September 2020) and
the feasibility study conducted by the Shenzhen CDC, China (Oct.,
2021), demonstrate that the RASAP‐POCT system can provide test
results within 20–30 min for saliva samples without nucleic acid



Fig. 1. A) Schematic depiction of the real-time capillary convection polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system; B) A photograph of the Rapid Amplification with
Sensitivity And Portability point-of-care test (RASAP-POCT) system.
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extraction. For the early stages of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection, the detection
sensitivity and accuracy of the RASAP‐POCT system are higher than or
equal to those of the conventional RT‐qPCR technologies. In SARS‐
CoV‐2 testing, the collection of saliva samples by patients themselves
negates the need for direct interaction between healthcare workers
and patients. This interaction is a major testing bottleneck and pre-
sents a risk of nosocomial infection. Collection of saliva samples by
patients themselves also alleviates demands for supplies of swabs
and personal protective equipment.

The RASAP‐POCT system has advantages over other POCTs of
isothermal NAAT techniques [15]. The reagent of the RASAP‐POCT
system is ∼ 50 % less complex (fewer reactants per reaction) which
offers low cost and better reliability. The RASAP‐POCT system can
detect the single‐copy level of target molecules in a test containing a
15‐μl saliva sample, which is equivalent to a detection limit of about
100–500 copies/ml.

There are four unique features in the innovative RASAP‐POCT sys-
tem. First, it is rapid and sensitive. Test results can be obtained in less
than 25 min for a sample containing as low as a single copy of the tar-
get molecule. For this reason, the system can be used for on‐site
screening, eliminating the need for transporting hazardous biological
samples. Second, it is accurate and specific. RASAP‐POCT test reaction
determines a target sequence using three nucleic acid sequences,
which is similar to the gold‐standard TaqMan method in RT‐qPCR,
resulting in an accuracy that is far better than other non‐PCR‐based
rapid tests. Third, it is easy to use. Inactivated samples can be used
directly without the need for nucleic acid extraction. The test process
does not require laboratory equipment and does not have to be oper-
ated by trained professionals. Fourth, it is a simple portable device
connected to the IoT. It is especially useful for mass testing and surveil-
lance to be used in places, such as office buildings, schools, shopping
centers, public places for exhibitions, sports events, cultural perfor-
mances, tourist attraction sites, logistics centers, as well as toll booths;
it is also applicable to various medical facilities, community centers,
and medical observation stations.
6. Modification of existing regulatory guidelines is needed

With the IoT‐imbedded feature, the RASAP‐POCT system can be
integrated into the existing contact tracing system that meets the stan-
dard requirements for public health surveillance. At this time, the
RASAP‐POCT system is the only IoT‐imbedded NAAT POCT available,
although a rapid advancement in this field is expected. Although the
RASAP‐POCT system has the promise to fill the gap of on‐site viral
nucleic acid testing with saliva samples in China, there are several reg-
ulatory gaps that need to be filled before this new technology could be
3

adopted for practical use. Since the RASAP‐POCT system is based on
convection PCR that uses a different thermal control mechanism than
the conventional qPCR, the current regulatory protocol for testing
newly developed system for EUA is in a deadlock for further validation
of RASAP‐POCT system through the clinical trial, which is in urgent
need for administrative and creative solutions, particularly during
the outbreaks of COVID‐19 in China.
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